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Newsletter
Editorial
Apologies for the lateness of the Newsletter, it should have been out some time ago. Unfortunately my
hard disk died and information retrieval has taken some time.

Congratulations to Miriam Rosen W70 British Night Champion.
also to Finlay Johnson M18 Northern Night Champion.

Odds and Ends
I know very little about Mountain Marathons. However, I like reading about them. CompassSport included a
Mountain Marathon Events Calendar which gave details of a range of events. One in particular, I found to be very
surprising. The Berghaus Dragon’s Back Race is a 5-Day event starting at Conwy Castle and finishing in South
Wales. It has regular checkpoints and presumably not everyone manages to find all of them as they have a “three
strikes and you’re out” policy. Additionally, you can download an app which gives you the optimum route. What this
means is that you can do the whole 5 days without actually needing to look at your map! Most surprising though is
the entry fee. It is £899 per person. Possibly even more surprising, it is already sold out.
The entry fee for the Great Lakeland 3-Day is a mere £170. Both of these are run by a commercial company,
Ourea Events. Companies like this are obviously in the business of making a profit but it does push entry fees up to
a level which is too high for some people.
Last year’s LAMM was the 22nd and last and it is rumoured that organiser Martin Stone would not sell the event to
Ourea Events.
Another CompassSport article is entitled “The most liked orienteering club in the UK is ….”. Sean Cronin of SAX
has looked at every club Facebook page to find out how many “likes” each has received. He has listed the results in
a table of 71 clubs showing the 2019 likes, the 2018 likes, the increase and position change.
I think that this is very sad. He should get out more. I wonder if he has considered going orienteering.
Should anyone be interested in the number of likes that their club has received they can easily manipulate the
statistics. SROC came 46th by the way.
World Orienteering Week is 15th – 21st May.

Still with CompassSport and of relevance to the article on Rankings
(see below), the “Know Your Class Leader” section features Dick
Whitworth (right) of BL, who many of you will know. Dick doesn’t
actually lead his class, he is third, but maybe the top two were
unavailable.
What is interesting however, is that he was listed as 3rd in M80
after just three weeks in that age class. In the article he says
“How can this possibly be true?” as he hadn’t yet competed as an
M80 in an event carrying ranking points. The reason of course is
that your age is almost irrelevant as far as the Ranking List is
concerned. Alex Finch and I have given our views on this in an
article below.

BOF have asked NWOA if we can run the British Champs in 2021. There are 10 Regions so we might expect to do
this once every 10 years. As we did BOC in 2017 we are not due to take it on again just yet. There are two
problems here. One is that the two best regions in terms of suitable areas are the North-West and Scotland, thus
we get asked more often than other areas. The second problem is that running BOC is not an attractive
proposition. You have to use one of your best areas, it requires a very large number of helpers, you have to do
everything the “BOF way” (e.g. maps have to be printed by (expensive) offset litho) and BOF take 2/3 of the
profits. There is an element of blackmail in the BOF request. They say that if we do not do it then there may be
no British Championships that year as no other region wants to do it. If we don’t do it then the only other
possibility is to combine BOC with one of the days in another event (e.g. the JK or Scottish 6-days). There is little
support for this idea. At the time of writing NWOA is looking into the possibility of running it but have not agreed
to do so.

National Rankings
In the last couple of Newsletters I have held forth on my views about the National Rankings, together with
the thoughts of others who have written to CompassSport on the subject. My view is that they should
make allowance for age and gender rather than simply showing that M21s can run faster than the rest of
us. I was happier in the old days when there was a ranking list for each age class so that you could see
how you ranked against others of your age. Nowadays I have no interest in whether I am doing better
than an M15 or a W45. You can still filter out the runners of your own age but they will not necessarily
have been competing against each other (all the time) in the calculations.
Alex Finch views all this differently. He writes (with reference to my last article):You seem to have missed the point of the national rankings! They are designed to rank every orienteer
against every other orienteer, independent of age or gender, so of course M21s come top. It would be
bizarre if they didn’t. That is why I can use them for handicapping. There is a linear relationship between
running speed and ranking points. Using that relationship for the club handicap I gave you (5497 ranking
points) a course of 1.9 km and David Roome (8082 points) a course of 4.8 km and you both finished in just
under 39 minutes, so it can’t be far off! If you then want to compare all M75s in the country, or in SROC,
you can do so accurately. Only if you want, for some reason, to decide whether the best M75 is better or
worse than the best M21, or pick the “best male result in 2018”, do you need to make some sort of
correction. However, that is inevitably a somewhat arbitrary process and is not what the national ranking
list is trying to do. The rankings are mathematically correct in that they rely purely on mean and standard
deviations of times. By ranking everyone independent of the course they run they also get the biggest
possible sample of data to produce biases on courses or in classes with fewer runners. Imagine trying to
measure just the M75s. How many times do you get more than one or two on the same course? By
comparing the standard deviation the rankings also give weight to the difficulty of a course. On easy
courses there is less spread in times than on hard ones, so being 10 minutes faster than the mean time

when the standard deviation is 10 minutes is worth more than being 10 minutes ahead of the mean when
the standard deviation is 20 minutes. The debate in CompassSport is about the Top Orienteers list, which
is attempting to make the comparison you want, using the rankings as input. The fact that it does not
produce the result you think it should is the fault of how that list is compiled, not the National rankings
which it uses as input.
The points made by Alex are quite correct. However, if the rankings are to list the “best” orienteers then I
believe that the bottom line is the question of what you mean by “best”. Alex’s view is that the best
orienteers are necessarily M21s as they get round courses the fastest. However, if a W65 (for example)
wins W65 in the World Championships, then if we have no other world champions she has some claim to
being our “best” orienteer on the basis of one interpretation of the word “best”.
However, you may disagree. If so, let me know and I will put alternative views in the next Newsletter.
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Another Russian spy scandal ?
Jane Mockford of DEE tells me that she was off to an event in Malta when she noticed a name in the M65 start
list.
It said David Rosen RUS. I never saw him as one of Putin’s men. Miriam is down as GBR so does she know
about his other life?
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Tim Watkins Trophy
Jane and I ran the Start. We have run a lot of Starts over the years but never one quite so quick as
this one. The first mass start was at 10.30 and the last at 10.45. We set out the start grid, blew the
whistle four times and then packed up.
The climb up to the Start on Silver Howe was a bit of a killer for an M75 but I got there in the end.
Three quarters of the way up I sat down for a rest and Julia Preston appeared on her way up. She
subsequently took a lot of pictures, some of which are shown below.

The Early Days
Things were a bit different in the early days of
orienteering. Before dibbers, before control
cards and needle punches... you proved that
you had visited a control by using a pre-inked
stamp. On the right is the completed card for
Ted Dance at the Duddon Valley event on 16th
May 1965. Note that you got map grid
references.
Written in biro, it says “Time about 4 hrs”. He
actually arrived at the Finish after 235
minutes, but had missed control no.8 (see
map below).
The winner took 147.12.
The last finisher took 6 hours and 4 mins.
You got your moneys-worth in those days.

Start times were pre-determined and
listed in the final details. Runners started
at 3 minute intervals. Competitors were
required to “assemble” 30 minutes before
their start time.
Assembly was at the Reading Room in
Broughton Mills and this was used for
changing and for the provision of (free)
refreshments.
How many events have you been to
recently with a changing room and free
refreshments provided?
Competitors were instructed to observe
the “Country Code”.
The map (left) was black and white of
course and courtesy of the Ordnance
Survey. I expect that you were required
to know the map scale and contour
interval as it doesn’t tell you.

Many of you will have taken part in the
50th Anniversary event at Whitewell in
2014. However, there was an earlier
Anniversary event to celebrate 10 years,
as shown on the right.
It says that it might be a Norwegian event.
For those not familiar with that system you
only get the location of one control at a
time, there being a map at each control to
tell you where the next control is.
Free entry if you had been at the original
event.
10p extra for late entries!

CompassSport Trophy Match 17th March
by Martyn Roome
This took place on Bampton Common, a new area just to the north of Burnbanks, West of Penrith. Because of a match being cancelled in the North East,
several clubs from that region came over across too, making it a large event.
Before the day it seemed that Borderliners, the host club, and Claro, from Yorkshire would be our main rivals, with BL being favourites as they have had at
least 5 top class veteran orienteers moving to them from South East clubs. Also, with regular Saturday events like us they are now getting juniors too.
The day before the event was just awful, rain and wind. The people putting out controls could not have had it worse. Snow was forecast overnight, so much
checking of their website was done in the morning, fortunately it turned out dry and sunny, but there was still a very strong westerly wind that made it cold.
When new areas are mapped, one always wonders - why? What’s wrong with them that they have been neglected? The answer was that it was an OK area of
moorland wth two deep valleys, and some, but not a lot of, rock detail. The shorter courses went on a different area that had a lot of gorse on – the details
said it had been mapped in sufficient detail for accurate navigation but a lot of people disagreed! On the plus side, it was very runnable underfoot, even if the
wind and slopes sometimes lessened this!
BL had certainly done a good job with facilities, with a good assembly area, good car parking despite the deluge beforehand and an excellent cake stall.
Like all clubs, we did not manage to get everyone running from the club, with illness, injury and other events preventing some from competing, but we did
get a large number going which made a convivial day. And Miriam Rosen, our Club Captain had done an excellent job in getting people on the right courses
and generally enthusing everyone.
Come the evening, we were overjoyed and surprised to find that we took a narrow victory over BL!
Full results are at
http://www.bl-orienteering.org.uk/club-archive/2019/20190317CSC-Bampton-Common/
The scorers for us were:
Name

Class Score

Mike Johnson
John Taylor
Finlay Johnson
David Roome
Julian Lailey
Joe Murphy
Danny Lusardi
Julia Preston
Marnie Lusardi
Martyn Roome
Tom Matthew
Jo Taylor
Cate Matthew

4
7
8A
1
7
4
8A
3
9B
6
2
5
9B

100
100
100
100
99
99
98
98
98
97
97
97
96

What is so pleasing is that of the 13 scorers, 6 are from the new wave of recruits that have come on
to the club in the last 3 years of so. Looking at our other runners, this theme continues with several
newer members depressing the scores of runners from other clubs by doing so well. It’s great to see
our new members doing so well, but more importantly getting hooked and enjoying themselves. If
the trend continues we may soon leave the CompassSport Trophy and return to the Cup competition
for “large” clubs! A nice problem to have.
Anyway, many thanks to all those who ran for the club, whether long standing or quite new. Prepare
yourselves for the trip to the south east in October, where we will be competing in Ashdown Forest,
home of Winnie the Pooh.
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Bob Nash presenting the John O’ Gaunt Trophy
to Dawn Lock for her success in the Street
League,
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Do You Routegadget?
by Alex Finch
How did you do? That’s the question we all ask after our run. “Not so bad, had a problem on 3, not sure if I made a good route choice on 5” ... or whatever
we reply. But how did you really do, where did you really lose or gain time? The tools to answer that question lies in the information which most clubs
publish soon after the event. I have to say SROC , thanks to Chris Roberts, is one of the better clubs for publishing results, especially Routegadget
information on the same day as the event. This is where I head to find out where I really lost time. First thing to do is get the results for your course and
click on your name. This brings up a summary of your result and an estimate of time loss for each leg. This will immediately show the legs where you lost
significant time. Not always the ones you thought. Next, as Routegadget now includes splitsbrowser you can look at the information leg by leg. Click on
the splitsbrowser icon and then on your name. This shows you a “progressOgraph” of your time relative to the fastest person on each leg. A steady

downward trend is good, but look for legs flatter than normal, which shows you did well on that leg, and falling more steeply than normal shows where you
lost time. Sometimes it is on a leg you knew you lost time on, sometimes not, or more than you realised. The program also gives you an estimate of how
much time you lost. Now it is time to use Routegadget for what it is really designed for, comparing your route in detail to other runners. Pick the “draw”
option and enter your course. Although you can do this by hand, most people these days use a GPS device to automate the process. I use a Polar M430
watch which I really like, but the market-leading devices are from Garmin, and you can also use apps on a smartphone. Using autofit to enter your route will
generally get your route on the map in a few clicks, but sometimes you need to tweak it a bit. If you don’t have a GPS device, and you know where you
went, you can still put your course in by hand, it just takes a bit longer. Routegadget is most useful if lots of people on your course have also entered their
information. Then you can compare in detail where you lost time, especially if your
earlier analysis shows you lost time on a leg and you thought you had done OK. It can be
particularly fun to use the animation feature to see how you compare to other people.
I like to pick the option to run each leg one after another (“Start”, “by control”).
It is as if every runner waits at every control for the rest to catch up then starts again.
As GPS information contains time as well as location information this can reveal more
details of where you gained or lost time on a leg. As this is such a useful tool I am
always surprised at how few people enter their routes. An illustrative example was
at last year’s 5 days. One leg on day 3 involved leaving the forest and running out
onto the moor. I chose to go to the right of a large hill, which saved 30m of climb
but meant running on the side of a hill in moorland. It turns out it was much faster
to run over the hill as that was mostly on a good path, or less steeply sloped
moorland. In fact everyone else who entered their route went that way and most
ran faster than me, even people I was faster than overall. I would never have known
this without Routegadget to show me. Another time I love Routegadget is when I have
planned an event. Then it is useful to see where people actually went on the legs I
planned, especially if I have put in what I think is a fiendish route choice leg. So I
encourage more of you to use Routegadget for fun and information! It is useful for
you, and your fellow competitors, and might even improve the quality of course
planning as well.

JK 2019
Good weather, but a long way from home. The distance limited the number of SROC runners but those that went seem to
have enjoyed the proceedings. With events on MOD land there is always ample parking near to the assembly area.
Generally good terrain with not too much climbing and sunshine all the way. The touchless Emitags seemed to meet with
approval once runners had decided where to wear them - in your hand, on top of your wrist, under your wrist – there was no
general agreement on the best method.

Michael Finch and David Roome are shown on the
left.

The pictures above show Brian Jackson and your Editor, Julian Lailey and Brian Jackson demonstrating the “wear it under your
wrist” technique for touchless Emitags.
Congratulations to our three winners, Miriam Rosen W70L, Heather Roome W35L and David Roome M35L.
On the short courses Martyn Roome won M65S and your Editor managed 2nd place in M75S (amazingly, after a 15 minute
error on control 3 on the first day of the two – it just proves that you should never give up – the rest of them might be making a
mess of it as well !).
No winners at the Relays but a problem for Sue Roome. Running 2nd leg, she went to get her map but it wasn’t there.
Eventually they gave her a “random” map which, remarkably, turned out to be the correct course. Suggestions of Results
problems on that day also proved to be true, the Results failing to appear for a week.

Thanks to Alex Finch and the Assistant Editor for the photos.

Fixtures
See www.SROC.org for details
Summer Sprint Series
Prologue + final

6.30 – 7.30

£6/£2

Tue 7 May Williamson’s Park
Tue 21 May Salt Ayre
Tue 4 June Clitheroe
Tue 18 June Astley Park
Tue 2 July Lancaster University

Autumn Series
Starts 12.30 – 1.30

yellow + tech

£5/£2

Sat 21 Sept Lancaster University
Sat 19 Oct Williamson’s Park
Sat 2 Nov Eaves Wood

And for those of you with really big diaries : Sat 25 April 2020
Sun 28 Feb 2021

Blakeholme Middle Distance event
Whitbarrow National event
Next Newsletter: end June. All contributions very welcome. Send to dick.collins@btinternet.com
Photos particularly welcome. Many thanks

